Married Filing Separately:

- **Depreciation Key Facts and Figures**
  This quick tax facts reference provides indispensable current depreciation rate information in one handy, easy-to-use reference.

- **All States Sales and Use Tax Key Facts and Figures**
  Contains sales and use tax information for 50 states plus the District of Columbia related to rates, sales tax holidays, tax incentives, the Streamlined Sales & Use Tax Agreement and more. Tax advisors and clients alike will appreciate this information packed resource that is easy to read and convenient to carry.

Federal Tax Key Facts and Figures Card also available in an easy-to-carry tri-fold form.

With all the most commonly referenced rates, ratios and rules in one place, the Federal Tax Key Facts and Figures card is sure to stay glued to any CPA’s hand during tax season. Keep your name close by when those tax professionals need to refer a client to an outside service provider.

Contact a Wolters Kluwer representative today to place a custom order.